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Abstract—The objective of this paper is to determine the
minimum system dropping rate (or, equivalently, dropping prob-
ability) induced by time division multiple access (TDMA) schemes
supporting time-constrained applications with common maxi-
mum cell delay tolerance. Expressions are derived for the induced
system dropping rate for various TDMA schemes with differ-
ent overhead and the maximum number of users than can
be admitted in the network without violating the maximum
dropping rate constraint is determined. The system dropping rate
achieved by suboptimal TDMA schemes is compared against the
optimal (although ideal) TDMA scheme performance. The per-
formance limiting factors associated with the suboptimal schemes
are identified, and the magnitude of their (negative) impact is
evaluated. Based on this information it is possible to point to
performance improving modifications which should be pursued to
the extent permitted by technological constraints. Finally, based
on this derivations a network designer may choose the best
TDMA scheme—among realizable variations of those considered
here—to use in a particular situation.

Index Terms—Adaptive time division multiple access (TDMA),
deadline, dropping rate, multiaccess, overhead, quality of service,
variable frame.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS communications networks, e.g., cellular tele-
phony, have grown in the past two decades to become

a sizeable part of the telecommunications market [1]. This
rapid growth is due to some highly desirable properties of a
tetherless terminal, such as mobility, and has been enabled by
advances in digital signal processing technology—which have
lead to the reduction in size, power consumption and cost of
the mobile units—and the assignment of radio spectrum for
public (e.g., personal communications systems) and private
(e.g., wireless LAN) wireless networks.

Two major wireless networking technologies have emerged:
cellular systems (originally designed to support voice applica-
tions in a wide area network) and wireless LAN’s (developed
to support computer data applications in a local area network).
Currently, these two technologies are converging. Cellular
systems have evolved from an analog network (AMPS) to
a circuit-switched based digital network (e.g., GSM) and the
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next generation wireless systems are expected to be multiser-
vice cell-switched based networks. On the other hand, wireless
LAN’s are now expected to provide real-time services such as
image, video, and possibly voice support. This convergence
drives a demand for a single network architecture capable
of supporting all aforementioned services in an integrated
fashion, which should also be compatible with the fixed ATM-
based integrated services network. For this reason, it will be
natural to consider an ATM-based protocol for the local and
broadband wireless network [2], [3] namely wireless ATM.

System architectures to enable “wireless ATM” (WATM)
have already been developed [4]–[6]. They employ a data link
control (DLC) layer to combat the unreliability of the wireless
link and a medium access control (MAC) protocol to organize
the sharing of the multiaccess channel. MAC’s for WATM
have been examined in [4] and [7]–[11]. They all employ time
division multiple access (TDMA) with on-demand assignment
of the transmission resources by a central agent orscheduler.
It is believed that a TDMA-based MAC provides the best mix
of cost, range, interference and performance [12].

Since the wireless channel is a medium shared by dis-
tributed users, its allocation presents some distinct problems
from those associated with the allocation of outgoing link
resources to arrivals to a fixed network node. In the latter
case, the scheduler has complete knowledge of the demand
for resources as soon as they are generated (occurrence of
incoming link arrivals). In addition, scheduling decisions (re-
source assignments) can be implemented instantaneously, due
to the collocation of the scheduler and the workload in the
fixed node. In a dynamic wireless environment though, the
scheduler needs to be communicated by the distributed users
of their demands for resources, as well as inform the users
of its decision (slot assignment). This communication takes
place at discrete points in time [4], [7]–[11], and it is not
continuous due to communication resource limitations. It is
implemented by employing various mechanisms such as a
control channel, piggy-backing on information bearing cells,
and polling procedures; such mechanisms introduce some
overhead in the system.

A MAC protocol should employ a scheduler to allocate
resources effectively by taking into consideration the quality
of service (QoS) requirements of the supported applications. A
call admission control function is assumed to be employed as
well, shaping the set of the supported applications (accepted
sessions). In this paper, the QoS is defined in terms of a
maximum tolerable cell delay and dropping probability. A cell
is dropped when its maximum tolerable delay is exceeded,
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or, equivalently, when its remaining delay tolerance reaches
zero and its service is not completed; the remaining delay
tolerance is equal to the maximum delay tolerance when the
cell is generated and decreases by one in every subsequent
slot (cell service time unit). Such QoS parameters are typically
associated with real-time applications such as voice and video.

In a real wireless network, there are two other causes
for cells being dropped: a higher bit error rate due to the
wireless channel and handoffs due to the user’s mobility. A
complete analysis of QoS guarantees in wireless ATM network
should necessarily include these different causes of cell being
dropped. Such an analysis is complex and is out of the scope
of the present paper. However, it should be noticed that the
three different causes of cells being dropped obey to different
mechanisms. Cells being dropped at a handoff depend on
mobility pattern and number of users in the network. The
probability of transmission error will depend on the noise and
characteristics of the channel (i.e., memoryless, flat fading,
etc.). The number of cells dropped because their delay in
accessing the medium was greater than their maximum delay
tolerance (deadline expiration) depends on the variability of
the aggregated traffic. The present work is oriented toward
understanding the mechanism involved in the dropping of cells
due to deadline expiration. This understanding is fundamental
to network designers, especially in wireless ATM networks.

An ATM network is expected to support different classes
of traffic. The analysis of a system with sources of different
classes is also complex and out of the scope of the presented
paper. Constant bit rate (CBR) sources does not require
overhead in coordination with the central station and available
bit rate (ABR) and unspecified bit rate (UBR) sources do
not have a deadline. Only variable bit rate (VBR) sources
present both characteristics: variability in the traffic and having
a maximum delay tolerance. Therefore, VBR sources are the
best choice to study the mechanisms governing the dropping
of cells due to delay expiration. After this understanding is
gained, it is easier to a network designer to provide a solution
that also handles CBR, ABR, and UBR sources. Therefore,
in the present paper VBR-like sources were considered. The
additional assumption that the sources were memoryless was
made to allow a mathematically tractable solution.

The objective in this paper is to determine the minimum
systemdropping rate (or, equivalently, dropping probabil-
ity) induced by various TDMA schemes supporting time-
constrained applications with common maximum cell delay
tolerance. Based on these derivations, the optimal (or of largest
“capacity”) TDMA scheme—among those considered—will
be determined, which is another objective of this study.
From the study of these TDMA schemes it will be possible
to identify the performance limiting factors associated with
the suboptimal schemes, determine the magnitude of their
(negative) impact and to point to performance improving
modifications which should be pursued to the extent permitted
by technological constraints.

For the minimum system dropping rate to be induced in a
TDMA scheme, the employed scheduler must try to minimize
the number of cells dropped per unit time (slot). In the
environment with time constrained applications considered

here this scheduler will be the one implementing the shortest
time to extinction (STE) service discipline [13], that is, serving
cells in the order of increasing remaining delay tolerance and
dropping expired (zero delay tolerance) cells. It is clear that
the STE service discipline is similar to the earliest due date
(EDD) service discipline (proposed in [15] and [16]) in that
it will never schedule a cell with a later due date (expiration
time) before another cell with an earlier due date (expiration
time). EDD may schedule a cell, however, who’s due date
has already past. Scheduling such an expired cell—that is no
longer useful—may result in waste of bandwidth and it is
suboptimal. STE will always discard such an (expired) cell.
Any attempt to deviate from the STE service discipline—to
control delay jitter, establish some type of fairness, diversify
the induced dropping rate, etc.—can only increase the resulting
(overall) system dropping rate [13], [14]. For this reason, the
STE service discipline will be assumed to be employed by the
scheduler in all TDMA schemes considered here, to induce
the minimum dropping rate possible. As it will be pointed
out later, some deviation from the STE service discipline
which does not increase the induced dropping rate is easily
recognizable for certain TDMA schemes. Finally, it should be
noted that all schemes considered here are work conserving
except for the fixed frame length TDMA scheme.

The first TDMA scheme (Section II)—referred to as the
ideal continuous entry TDMA (ICE-TDMA) scheme—is
equivalent to a (centralized) dynamic TDM as it would be
employed in a fixed network node. No frame structure is
present and the scheduler is assumed to have knowledge
of all past arrivals at the time when they occur. Thus,
cells are considered by the scheduler as soon as they are
generated (continuous entry) which would not be feasible
in a wireless environment (ideal). The ICE-TDMA scheme
(under the STE service discipline employed by the scheduler
as indicated earlier) will be the optimal scheme against which
all other—more realistic—schemes will be compared. The
cell dropping rate induced by the ICE-TDMA scheme is
calculated by deriving a closed form expression, as opposed
to developing a numerical solution which is the case under
the other TDMA schemes considered in this paper. This
study provides insight into the more realistic TDMA schemes
in addition to determining the lower bound on the system
dropping rate under any TDMA scheme supporting the same
set of applications.

The second TDMA scheme (Section III)—referred to
as the ideal variable frame length TDMA (IVFL-TDMA)
scheme—employs a frame structure of variable length, at the
boundaries of which scheduling decisions are taken. A gated-
STE service discipline is employed which starts servicing
according to the STE service discipline the cells arrived
before the beginning of the current frame only, until all such
cells are either served or dropped, marking the end of the
current frame. The scheduler is assumed to have knowledge
of the exact time when past arrivals occurred when scheduling
decisions are taken only, as opposed to when these arrivals
occur; the latter is the case under the ICE-TDMA scheme.
Consequently, the gated-STE service discipline could schedule
cells differently than the STE and, thus, suboptimally. This
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could be the case if an earlier arriving cell has a remaining
delay tolerance greater than that of a later arriving cell at the
time the later cell arrives. If such arrivals occur during different
frames then the gated-STE service discipline would schedule
for service the earlier cell first while the STE service discipline
would schedule the later first. As a result, the performance
of the gated-STE service discipline may be suboptimal. As
long as always earlier arriving cells have a remaining delay
tolerance less than or equal to that of a later arriving cell at the
time the later cell arrives, then the scheduling decisions of the
STE and gated-STE policies would coincide and the resulting
system performance be identical. The above condition holds
in the case in which all arrivals have the same maximum delay
tolerance which is assumed to be the case in this paper.

In view of the above discussion it is evident that the
system dropping rate induced under the ICE-TDMA and
IVFL-TDMA schemes will be identical. Because of the delay
associated with the arrival information availability to and
scheduling decisions by the scheduler under the gated-STE
service discipline, the IVFL-TDMA scheme is expected to be
less flexible (and potentially less effective) in selecting cells
to be discarded in order to meet a QoS specification requiring
service discrimination or fairness, delay jitter control, etc.

Despite the fact that the system performance is identical
under the ICE-TDMA and IVFL-TDMA schemes, there are
several reasons justifying the presentation and study of the
IVFL-TDMA scheme. First, the IVFL-TDMA scheme requires
less communications overhead than the ICE-TDMA scheme:
one exchange every frame versus every slot, respectively.
If a separate communications channel is available and can
be utilized for request/assignment exchanges between the
users and the scheduler then both the ICE-TDMA and IVFL-
TDMA schemes become feasible, more so the IVFL-TDMA
though, due to the lesser (more realistic) information exchange
overhead. Second, the IVFL-TDMA scheme is a limiting case
of (or can be extended to) the real variable frame length
TDMA (RVFL-TDMA) scheme (Section IV), which considers
explicitly the request/assignment overhead as it is present in
practical (deployed) systems. Thus, the insight gained as well
as the analysis developed in the study of the IVFL-TDMA
scheme are useful for the study of the RVFL-TDMA scheme.
For the later analysis purposes, an alternate analysis of the
IVFL-TDMA scheme is presented in Section III despite the
fact that it leads to the same numerical results as the different
approach developed for the study of the ICE-TDMA scheme
in Section II.

The third TDMA scheme (Section IV)—referred to as the
real variable frame length TDMA (RVFL-TDMA) scheme—is
similar to the IVFL-TDMA scheme, only that a fixed amount
of time during each frame is utilized for request/assignment
exchange between the users and the scheduler and not for cell
transmission (frame overhead). The RVFL-TDMA scheme is
the most realistic of the three presented so far and has been
employed in the wireless system developed in [11] (this system
also considers overhead of variable length). In the present
study the impact of the overhead is evaluated analytically
by deriving tight bounds on the system dropping rate and
a number of interesting comparative results are presented.

Among the latter, there is a comparison of the performance
induced under the RVFL-TDMA scheme and the optimal real
fixed frame length TDMA (RFFL-TDMA) scheme discussed
next.

The fourth TDMA scheme (Section V)—referred to
as the real fixed frame length TDMA (RFFL-TDMA)
scheme—assumes a fixed frame length, a fixed part of which
is considered to be overhead. Tight bounds on the induced
system dropping rate are derived. The case of zero frame
overhead—leading to the ideal fixed frame length TDMA
(IFFL-TDMA) scheme—is easily analyzed as a special case
of the RFFL-TDMA scheme by setting the frame overhead
equal to zero. It should be noted that a real fixed frame length
TDMA (RFFL-TDMA) scheme can be a nonwork conserving
scheme since empty slots may be left in a frame while cells
are waiting for service.

In a RFFL-TDMA scheme the slots of the fixed frame
can be preassigned to a specific application, rendering the
exchange of requests/assignments between users and scheduler
unnecessary. In this case the frame overhead can be eliminated,
leading to the fixed frame TDMA (FF-TDMA) scheme, where
the scheduler assignments are static (do not vary on-demand).
This is basically the TDM scheme employed in the T-1 system
for voice transmission. While the FF-TDMA scheme will out-
perform any other TDMA scheme under proper frame sizing
and regular applications (constant traffic type of applications),
it would be very inefficient in the presence of variable traffic
applications. In the latter environment allocating the time slots
dynamically upon demand would improve performance. Since
the slots are not reserved, some communications resources
will need to be utilized for the request/assignment information
exchange between users and scheduler leading to a RFFL-
TDMA scheme if some frame overhead is used for this
communication. Thus in a dynamic traffic environment in
which portion of the time—as opposed to other resource—is
expended for the exchange of request/assignment informa-
tion, the RVFL-TDMA and RFFL-TDMA schemes could
be employed. As the results will demonstrate, the induced
system dropping rate under the RVFL-TDMA scheme is lower
than that under the best RFFL-TDMA scheme employing the
optimal length for the fixed frame.

A discussion on the applicability and relative (compara-
tive) effectiveness of the various TDMA schemes studied in
Sections II–V is presented in Section VI along with a number
of numerical results.

The common environment assumed in all TDMA schemes
consists of memoryless time-constrained applications with
identical maximum delay tolerance equal totime units; the
time unit is referred to as the (time) slot and is assumed to
be equal to the cell service time. The users compete for
the time resource which is allocated by the scheduler at the
scheduling decision times, as indicated earlier.

II. THE IDEAL CONTINUOUS ENTRY

TDMA (ICE-TDMA) SCHEME

As indicated earlier, under the ICE-TDMA scheme the time-
slots are (re)allocated every time a new cell arrival occurs
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Fig. 1. Arrivals and departures at ideal continuous entry TDMA scheme.

(continuous-entry scheme). It is assumed that no time is
consumed for the users to make their reservation nor for the
scheduler to inform the users of its assignments (ideal scheme).

Let denote the time at the beginning of theth time slot.
It is assumed that the transmission requests (namely arrivals)
and the cell departures occurs at slot boundaries, that is at times

, with . Without loss of generality it
is also assumed that a cell transmission (if any) is completed
at time (i.e., the departure process is right-continuous) and
that cell arrivals (if any) occur at (i.e., the arrival process
is left-continuous). Fig. 1 shows a sequence of such events.

Let denote the number of cells in the system at time
(just after a departure but before the new arrivals); let

denote the number of arrivals at; let denote the number of
cells departing at time (zero or one). If cells arrived at
then the last of these cells would have to wait for time
slots before its transmission is completed. If this time is greater
than time slots then this cell will not meet its deadline and
will be dropped. It is easy to see that the scheduler will drop

cells. Note that it is not necessary to drop the
last cells but any cells in the buffer
at time . This is in contrast to the gated scheme (discussed
later) under which only cells which have not been scheduled
for transmission yet can be dropped.

The number of cells in the system at time (after the
last departure but before any new arrivals) is given by

From the above, for any value of .
Since are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables (because the sources are memoryless), then
the process is a Markov process with transition matrix

(i.e., ), derived in
Appendix I-A. Then, the steady-state probability distribution
of is expressed as a function of, as shown in Appendix
I-B. Using the steady-state probability distribution of
and the probability distribution of the arrivals, a closed-form
expression for the dropping rate is derived in Appendix I-
C. It turns out that the dropping rate as a function of the
maximum delay tolerance can be described as the quotient
between two IIR (infinite impulse response) filters as follows
(see Appendix I-C):

where

for is the probability of
exactly arrivals at any point in time, and is the mean
arrival rate, that is, .

This method is computationally reliable and simple, and
there are available several computational tools. The previous
expression is valid for different values of the mean arrival rate
( ), even greater than one. For moderate values ofsuch that
the terms correspondent to the dominant pole[largest root
of ] dominate over the other poles’ terms, the dropping
rates may be accurately approximated by

(1)

For the case of interest, when , for large values of the
maximum delay tolerance the dropping rate
function will be dominated by an exponential function on the
dominant pole . Thus where is a constant
as explained in Appendix I-C and would depend on the traffic
rate, variance and “shape” [function ]. For smaller values
of , the dropping rate will be dominated
by a inversely linear function on with constant values
dependent on rate, variance and “shape” of the arrival process.
When the arrival rate increases closer to one, the linear region
extends for a greater set of’s and the dependence of the
constants in the “shape” of is decreased. In the limiting
case when , the linear region will dominate the dropping
rate for all values of and its constant values will depend only
in the first three moments [and not in the “shape” of ].
For large values of , only the first two moments produce
a significant effect in the dropping rate, which is otherwise
independent of the “shape” of the arrival process.

Thus a closed-form solution for the dropping rate as a func-
tion of the maximum delay tolerance () is found. The same
quantity will be derived again by following a different pro-
cedure in the next section where the IVFL-TDMA scheme is
analyzed. Although that procedure is less insightful, it will be
employed with minor modifications in the study of the RVFL-
TDMA scheme (considering the frame overhead). The drop-
ping rate computed in Section III represents the optimal (min-
imal) dropping rate that any TDMA scheme can achieve under
the same traffic characteristics (set of supported applications).

III. T HE IDEAL VARIABLE FRAME

LENGTH TDMA (IVFL-TDMA) S CHEME

The IVFL-TDMA scheme described briefly in Section I is
analyzed in this section.

Let denote the instant of theth scheduling decision or
beginning of the th service cycle (frame); let denote the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Events and quantities of interest for the (a) ideal and (b) real variable frame length TDMA schemes.

length of this frame ( ) as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Without loss of generality, the arrival and departure processes
are assumed to be right continuous. If no cell is waiting for
transmission at time , the present service cycle is empty and
the next service cycle begins after one time slot. That is, an
empty service cycle has a duration of one empty time slot.
From the above and since any cell waiting for more than
time slots must be discarded, it follows that .

In the following sections, the dropping rate is evaluated
using the following procedure: first, the conditional expected
number of dropped cells in a frame given that the length
of the previous frame is , namely , is computed;
superscript stands for ideal. Second, using the transition
probability matrix , describing the next frame length
given the current one, the steady-state frame length probability
distribution is calculated. Finally, the dropping rate
is computed from the following expression:

(2)

A. Conditional Expected Number of Dropped Cells,

Let denote the cumulative arrivals up to (and includ-
ing) time (right continuous). Let (see Fig. 3) denote
the number of arrivals between time and , that is,

Fig. 3. Arrivals (waiting cells) during the(k � 1)th service cycle.

time slots after the beginning of the previous service cycle

Note that since sources are assumed to be memoryless, the
evolution of the process does not depend on
time but only on the length of the previous cycle, ;
also , since the arrival process is right continuous.

At time the scheduler considers the cells
waiting for transmission, schedules some of them for trans-
mission (namely ) and drops the rest (namely ).
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At time there will have arrived cells,
the last of which will have to wait the time slots
remaining for the end of the previous service cycle, plus

time slots to complete its transmission. If this time
is greater than the maximum delay

tolerance , then cells will be dropped.
In general, the number of cells that must be discarded by time

, namely , is given by

where , . An example
of the evolution of the process and the linear
function is shown in Fig. 3. Notice that represents the
maximum number of arrivals up to time which can be
transmitted before their deadline expires. It should also be
noted that cells may be dropped even if the total number of
arrivals over the th service cycle is less than or equal
to . In fact, the number of cells which are dropped (will not
meet their deadline) is determined by the maximum difference
between and , as indicated in the above
equation.

Let . Then can
be rewritten as . Notice
that —the total number of cells dropped at, that is at the
beginning of the th service cycle—will be equal to .

Let , , , and with be the
random variables associated with , , , and

, respectively. These random variables do not depend on
the time but only on the previous cycle’s length
described by .

Notice that represents a right-continuous,
discrete-valued, cumulative arrival process which has initial
value zero ( ), evolves for time slots, and has
independent increments. The probability ofarrivals at any
given discrete-time (increment) is given by. For ,
by definition

Notice that denotes the number of cells dropped at the
beginning of a service cycle that follows a service cycle of
length ; its probability is given by

if

if .

is defined by

if

if

elsewhere

and a recurrent expression for its computation is presented in
Appendix II.

Thus, the conditional expected number of dropped cells
at the present frame given the previous frame length is

is given by

From the above expression, the conditional expected number
of dropped cells for all values of ( ) may be
computed requiring a computational complexity of .
This complexity may be further simplified if (11) in Ap-
pendix II is applied in the above equation. After necessary
simplifications, the following recurrent formula is obtained:

(3)

(4)

if

if

elsewhere.

(5)

With initial conditions , and
[i.e., zero always except at ], was already

defined as in Appendix I-C.1

is the probability that more than cells arrive at
any given time slot. may be interpreted as the probabil-
ity that there is a cell dropped at the present service cycle given
that the previous frame length wasand the maximum delay
tolerance is . Numerically and
will always be lower than one.

It should be noted that since if , the
summations in the above equation need to be evaluated only
for terms. Also, there is no need
to compute for values of . Thus, using
the above recurrent expression, computing the conditional
expected number of dropped cells for all values of

requires a complexity of
when . It is clear that the complexity has been reduced
by an order of magnitude. Even better, when the

1Strictly speaking�0 has not been defined before. It should be noted that
�0 = �.
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Fig. 4. Number of “surviving” cellsB̂k�1(�) among the cells arrived up
to time t

g
k�1

+ � .

complexity is limited to be . This allow us to compute
the dropping rate even for the case ofequal to infinity.

B. Service Cycle Length’s Probability Distribution,

The th cycle length is given by

and since and are correlated, it is not
easy to compute from the

above equation. The process with generic rep-
resentation (with ) will be considered.

represents the number of “surviving” (i.e., neither
dropped nor assigned for transmission yet) cells among the
cells arrived up to time . Thus, for the variable frame
length case

and

An example of the evolution of is shown
in Fig. 4. This evolution can be interpreted as if the cells that
will have to be dropped, are being discarded as soon as this is
realized, that is, each time tends to become greater
than the line . It follows that

if

or if

if

if .

Let /maximum delay tolerance

, then the following recurrent formulas holds:

if

if

with the initial conditions

if

elsewhere.

The first equation holds since no cell is dropped in the actual
time slot ( ) when ; thus, ,
where is the number of cells arriving at time (as before

). The second equation holds since cells may
be dropped when . Thus, given that ,
then if (and only if) then .

From the above recurrent equations may be calculated as

if

if

and then the steady-state probability distribution of the service
cycle length can be computed.

Finally, the dropping rate is computed from

and by using (2).

IV. THE REAL VARIABLE FRAME

LENGTH TDMA (RVFL-TDMA) SCHEME

The RVFL-TDMA scheme is analyzed in this section [see
Fig. 2(b)]. The only difference between this scheme and the
previous one (Section III) is the consideration of the frame
overhead. In this real scheme, the first time slots at the
beginning of every service cycle are consumed by the user’s
transmission requests; these time slots are referred to as
the reservation period. The next time slots are used by the
scheduler to inform the users of its decisions (slot assignments)
and are referred to as the information period. It is assumed that
both and are fixed and independent of the traffic load.

The th service cycle begins at time , when the
scheduler begins to receive the previous service cycle’s arrival
information of each user. At time the scheduler has all the
required information, takes its scheduling decision and informs
the users during the next time slots. At time the
user’s data transmissions (receptions) begin.

Let denote the time at which theth user completes
the transmission of its request for slots of theth frame, that
is, provides to the scheduler information regarding its arrivals
over the th frame; . Clearly, this
request will be based on user information (to be transmitted)
which is generated before . By assuming that this request
(at ) represents all the information generated by useruntil

or , the auxiliary systems and are constructed.
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That is, the following key assumptions are made regarding the
content of the requests from all users, leading to systems
and :

at time the scheduler knows about all arrivals up to
time ;
at time the scheduler knows only about the arrivals
up to time .

Under the auxiliary system , a cell arriving over the
interval , will be considered for service during the

th service cycle. Under the real scheme this cell will be
considered for service in the th service cycle. Clearly,
the cell delay under the real scheme will be shaped by an
additional service cycle length ( data) compared to
that under system. Thus, the auxiliary system outperforms
the real system. A similar argument between the real system
and auxiliary system regarding cells generated over ,

establishes that the real scheme outperforms the auxiliary
system .

Let the superscripts indicate a quantity associ-
ated with the IVFL-TDMA scheme, RVFL-TDMA scheme,
auxiliary system and auxiliary system , respectively. In
view of the above discussion it is easy to establish that

.
The auxiliary systems and will be studied to calculate

tight (as it will be shown) bounds on the performance induced
by the real, variable frame length, gated scheme.

A. Dropping Rate Induced by the Auxiliary System,

Since the maximum delay tolerance is, the service of the
last cell served over theth service cycle must be completed
by . Thus, the maximum length of a busy (at least one
served) frame will be equal to . Due to
the overhead, the length of an empty frame will be equal to

. Thus for any .
Let , for , represent the number of

cell arrivals (generations) over consecutive slots following
(as before, Section III); such arrivals will be considered

for service during the th frame [see Fig. 2(b)]. Clearly,
represents all the arrivals (between and )

to be considered for service during theth frame.
Since cells have arrived at time , then the

last of these cells will have to wait time slots
[the remaining time for the end of the th service cycle]
plus the overhead period ( time slots) plus
time slots, in order to complete its transmission. Clearly, if this
time is greater that time slots
some cells will be dropped. Thus, the number of cells arrived
over , which must be discarded is given by

where . For this expression is the same
to the one obtained in Section III-A. The results of Section III
for the conditional dropping rate and the frame length are still
valid here.

Let be the conditional expected number of dropped
cells in the present frame given that the previous frame length
was , for the IVFL-TDMA scheme with maximum delay
tolerance equal to time slots, as computed in Section III-A;
let be the probability that cells survived among
those arrived over consecutive slots following the time by
which all past arrivals had already been considered, given that
the maximum number of surviving cells up to this time is
equal to as computed in Section III-B. Two cases
need to be considered.

Case 1: . Processes
and (defined in Section III-B) evolve as

processes and with maximum delay tolerance
, respectively. Taking into consideration that

the following “adjustments” to
the quantities derived in Section III lead to the corresponding
quantities associated with the auxiliary system

and

(6)

where and denote the conditional expected num-
ber of dropped cells in the present frame given that the length
of the previous frame is, and the probability that the present
frame length is given that the previous frame length is,
respectively.

Case 2: . The cells
arriving at the first time slots of frame th will
be discarded; for the remaining time slots, and

will evolve as processes and with
maximum delay tolerance and length . Then

and

(7)

where denotes the mean number of arrivals per slot.
Finally

(8)

where at system and it is computed
from .

Additionally, an alternative expression to compute the drop-
ping rate is presented in Appendix IV. Equation (13) does not
require the computation of but on the other hand it
is numerically unreliable. It is presented mainly to help in
the qualitative analysis of the RVFL-TDMA scheme (at the
conclusion).
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B. Dropping Rate Induced by the Auxiliary System,

In the auxiliary system , arrivals over the overhead period
are treated differently. The arrivals over are

served in the immediate service cycle while arrivals over
are served one service cycle later. In the auxiliary system
all arrivals over are served later. Thus, the auxiliary
system can be viewed as equivalent to an auxiliary system

with parameters and . It is easy
to establish that the performance of systemcan be derived
from the performance of the correspondingsystem with
delay tolerance reduced by . That is, , ,
and and finally

V. THE REAL FIXED FRAME LENGTH

TDMA (RFFL-TDMA) SCHEME

Consider the RVFL-TDMA scheme in which the frame
length is not variable (on-demand) but fixed and equal
to time slots. As before, two auxiliary systems are defined.

At time the scheduler knows about all arrivals up
to time .
At time the scheduler knows only about the arrivals
up to time .

Let the superscripts , and indicate a quan-
tity associated with the auxiliary system , RFFL-TDMA
scheme, and auxiliary system , respectively. Similarly to
Section IV, it is easy to establish that .

The auxiliary systems and will be studied to
calculate tight bounds on the performance induced by the
RFFL-TDMA scheme.

A. Dropping Rate Induced by the Auxiliary
System ,

An approach similar to the one used before to compute the
dropping rate of the IVFL-TDMA scheme is employed here.
The complete procedure is explained in Appendix III.

B. Dropping Rate Induced by the Auxiliary
System ,

Using an argument similar to the one used in Section IV-
B, it can be claimed that the system can be viewed
as equivalent to an auxiliary system with parameters

and . Thus, it is easy to establish
that the performance of system can be derived from
the performance of the corresponding system with delay
tolerance reduced by . That is , , and

and finally

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the performance of the various TDMA
schemes presented in this paper is investigated by employing
the analytical studies presented in the previous sections. In
addition to evaluating the impact of the key parameters—such

as the maximum delay tolerance, the number of applications
, the length of frame overhead, etc.—some of the results

point to the performance advantage of certain schemes over
others.

The lower and upper bounds on the dropping rate induced
under a RVFL-TDMA scheme supporting Bernoulli
users are calculated by employing the auxiliary systemsand

and using the expressions derived in Section IV; the per
user traffic rate is equal to 0.15. The results are presented
in Fig. 5 as a function of the maximum delay tolerance
and for various values of ( ). For the (small) values
of the frame overhead ( ) considered turns out that
the bounds are very tight, suggesting that the results under
the auxiliary system (lower bound) can serve as a good
approximation on the exact dropping rate. The results suggest
that a small increase in the length of the frame overhead results
in a significant increase in the dropping rate. Thus it may
be worth trying to reduce the length of the frame overhead
by employing mechanisms such as piggy-backing and arrival
time estimation.

Fig. 6 depicts the lower bound on the dropping rate under
the RVFL-TDMA scheme under different traffic configura-
tions. The results are shown as a function ofand for various
values of — is short for overhead.
Fig. 6(a) is derived for a set of Bernoulli users with
per user rate of 0.15 (total rate ); Fig. 6(b) is derived
for a set of Bernoulli users with per user rate of 0.20
( ); Fig. 6(c) is derived for a set of Bernoulli
users with per user rate of 0.20 ( ); Fig. 6(d) is derived
for a set of Bernoulli users with per user rate of
0.016 ( ).

From the values in Fig. 6 (in log scale) the exponential
decay of the dropping rate can be observed for large. This
is the case not only under zero frame overhead (as expected
from Section II) but also in the presence of frame overhead.
By considering the results in Fig. 6(c)–(d) for small frame
overhead length it can be concluded that the induced dropping
rate for users [Fig. 6(d)] is significantly greater than
that for users [Fig. 6(c)], although in both
cases. This difference may be attributed to the larger variance
of the traffic for and decreases as the frame overhead
increases. Thus, the variance and burstiness of the traffic in
addition to the rate may impact significantly on the induced
dropping rate.

The maximum number of users that can be supported under
the RVFL-TDMA scheme can be determined by considering
the results in Fig. 7, presenting the dropping rate as a function
of the number of supported Bernoulli users and for various
values of ; note that for a given
(frame) overhead length, setting and
will yield the lowest dropping rate for the particular TDMA
scheme. The results shown in Fig. 7 quantify the (negative)
impact of the frame overhead on the system utilization when
a certain level of QoS (dropping rate) is to be delivered; the
per user rate is 0.01 and the maximum delay tolerance is 100
time slots.

If a specific cell loss probability (as opposed to system
dropping rate) is desired, then the cell loss probability can
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Fig. 5. Dropping rate bounds under the RVFL-TDMA scheme versus maximum delay tolerance (T ) for various values of (Re; In); total traffic rate is� = 0:9.

be derived as the ration of the system dropping rate and
total arrival rate ( ). For example, for a maximum
cell loss probability of 10 , reducing the frame overhead
length from four to zero will allow to increase the number
of supported users from to , an increase of
approximately equal to 11.5%.

The (system) dropping rate under the RFFL-TDMA scheme
is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the (fixed) frame length

; the frame overhead is given by and
. In Fig. 8(a) is obtained for ( ) and and

(b) for ( ) users, respectively; the per Bernoulli
user rate is 0.2. Since the bounds on the dropping rate derived
from the auxiliary systems and (Section V) are
very tight, and only the lower bound is plotted. It can be
observed that for a given set of supported applications there
exists an optimal (fixed) frame length (namely) minimizing
the induced dropping rate. This optimal frame length is, in
general, different for a different set of supported applications,
as illustrated in Fig. 8. It should be noted that all results under
the RFFL-TDMA scheme presented below are obtained for
the optimal value of the (fixed) frame length .

The dropping rate under the RFFL-TDMA scheme em-
ploying the optimal frame length is plotted in Fig. 9
as a function of and the values of the frame overhead

and . The results are
shown in Fig. 9(a) for and and (b) for

Bernoulli users, respectively. Note that the
case of zero frame overhead is not considered since in this case

and the resulting TDMA scheme becomes equivalent
to the ICE-TDMA scheme.

Results from Figs. 6 and 9 are plotted together in Fig. 10
to illustrate the improved performance induced by a variable
frame (RVFL-TDMA) scheme compared to that of a fixed
frame (RFFL-TDMA) scheme. Fig. 11 shows the dropping
rate as a function of the number of users under both the
RVFL-TDMA scheme (results also shown in Fig. 7) and the
RFFL-TDMA scheme. This figure illustrates the (positive)
impact that allowing the frame length to vary on demand
(instead of being fixed) has on the maximum number of
admitted users, when a certain level of QoS is to be delivered.
As before (Fig. 7), the users are Bernoulli with a per user rate
of 0.01, the maximum delay tolerance is 100 time slots, and

(with ). It can
be noted that the gap between the schemes increases if the
frame overhead length is increased or the required dropping
rate is reduced (higher quality of service). When it is required
to deliver a dropping rate of at most 10 , using the RVFL-
TDMA scheme instead of the RFFL-TDMA scheme (for the
same overhead) will increase the number of admitted users by
up to a 10%. This gain decreases when the induced dropping
rate is allowed to increase. When the required dropping rate
is around 10 the difference in the number of admitted users
under both schemes will be around 3%. These figures (Figs. 10
and 11) quantify an important result of this paper.

The relative performance of various TDMA schemes is
shown in Fig. 12 under various traffic environments:
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Fig. 6. Dropping rate versus maximum delay tolerance (T ) for different configurations of the RVFL-TDMA scheme.

Bernoulli users each of rate 0.15 ( ) are considered in
case (a) and Bernoulli users each of rate 0.20 ( )
are considered in case (b). ( ) bursty users
with total rate of ( ) are considered in case
(c) [case (d)]. A bursty user generates zero or ten cells per
slot with corresponding probabilities 0.99 and 0.01, resulting
in a rate of 0.1 cells/slot. Results are presented under the
FF-TDMA scheme with , the IVFL-TDMA (or ICE-
TDMA) scheme and various RVFL-TDMA schemes, where

represents the total overhead. The IVFL-TDMA scheme is
the RVFL -TDMA scheme with (no overhead).

The FF-TDMA scheme with models a TDMA
scheme which allocates one slot to each user; no overhead
is present since no communication between the users and the
scheduler is necessary (similar to the TDM scheme used in
the -1 system for voice transmission). The results under
this FF-TDMA scheme can be obtained by calculating the
dropping rate for each user from the study of an system
with parameters , and and adding
the results for all users. That is, each user may be viewed
as being alone in a RFFL-TDMA scheme with overhead

.
The IVFL-TDMA (ICE-TDMA) scheme—RVFL-TDMA

scheme with —is the optimal scheme yielding the mini-
mum possible system dropping rate. No slots are wasted under
the IVFL-TDMA (ICE-TDMA) scheme (no preallocation of

slots) while user/scheduler information exchange is assumed
without any overhead ( ).

The RVFL -TDMA scheme (i.e., ) considered in this
figure assumes a contention-free request reservation scheme
which utilizes full slots per frame. That is, each user
has its own full slot for reservations; . Typically, it is
expected that minislots (as opposed to slots) would be assigned
to users for reservations yielding to a much smaller value of

. The results under RVFL-TDMA schemes are obtained
by employing the auxiliary system analyzed in Section IV.

The results shown in Fig. 12 demonstrate behavior an-
ticipated from the insight and discussions presented in this
paper. No scheme outperforms the IVFL-TDMA (ICE-TDMA)
scheme under any system configuration. Under bursty traffic
the FF-TDMA scheme is the poorest under all values of
and considered. Under the (less bursty, or more regular)
Bernoulli traffic and rate the FF-TDMA scheme
outperforms some of the RVFL-TDMA schemes (for ),
while for lower rates ( ) the FF-TDMA scheme is
outperformed by the RVFL-TDMA scheme for small and/or
large values of .

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

A closed-form expression was developed for the lower
bound for the induced system dropping rate in a multiaccess
TDMA network supporting users with a common maximum
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Fig. 7. Dropping rate versus number of users for the RVFL-TDMA scheme; maximum delay toleranceT = 100 time slots.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Dropping rate versus frame length (fixed) for the RFFL-TDMA scheme; maximum delay toleranceT = 100 time slots. (a)� = 0:8, total
overhead= 2 and (b) � = 1:0, total overhead= 2.

delay tolerance. This lower bound (result obtained for the ICE-
TDMA and IVFL-TDMA schemes) depends only on the traffic
characteristics.

It may be observed that for arrival rates lower than one, the
dropping rate is an inversely linear function of the maximum
delay tolerance for small values of ( ) and
it is approximately exponential for large values of [

].2 For such arrival rates, the drop-
ping rate depends not only on the first two moments (mean ar-
rival rate and its variance) but also on the particular “shape” of

2See Appendix I-C.

the arrival process [i.e., function ]. For arrival rates closer
to one, the inversely linear region is larger. In the limiting case
( ), the inversely linear behavior dominates for all values
of . Also, for arrival rates close to one the dependency on
the particular “shape” of the arrival process [i.e., ] is
smaller. When the arrival rate equals one, the dropping rate
function basically depends on the mean arrival rate (), the
variance ( ), and the inverse of the maximum delay tolerance
( ). This may be explained since in this case the different
states in the queue are almost equiprobable, and cells will be
dropped only if the queue is close to full which happens with
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Dropping rate versus maximum delay tolerance (T ) for the RFFL-TDMA scheme. (a) Four users,� = 0:8 and (b) five users,� = 1:0.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Dropping rate under RVFL-TDMA and RFFL-TDMA schemes versus maximum delay tolerance (T ). (a) Four users,� = 0:8 and (b) five
users, � = 1:0.

probability inversely proportional to the number of states (in
this case equal to ). For arrival rates greater than one (not of
interest) and moderate values of, the dropping rate function
is approximately equal to a constant value equal to the excess
of the arrival rate over one (i.e., it is only dependent on the ar-
rival rate, not even on ). The latter behavior may be explained
since for arrival rates greater than one the system will tend to
be full (in the long range). A system full may only accept one
new cell each time slot. Therefore the remaining cells will
have to be dropped. It may be seen that even if the maximum
delay tolerance is increased, the system will eventually become
full and the dropping rate will be practically unaffected.

Expressions were developed for various schemes that can
be implemented in a TDMA network (IVFL-TDMA, RVFL-
TDMA, and FF-TDMA) for the computation of tight bounds
on the induced system dropping rate in each case.

For the RVFL-TDMA scheme, it was found that for mod-
erate arrival rates (less than 1 cell/slot) a small increase in the

frame overhead length will affect the achievable dropping rate
by several orders of magnitude. Thus, more effort should be
put toward reducing this overhead length.

For arrival rates lower than one and for nonzero overhead
(under the RVFL-TDMA scheme) the dropping rate as a
function of the maximum delay tolerance exhibits a similar
behavior as in the case of the ICE-TDMA scheme; that is,
for small values of it varies linearly with the inverse of

and for large values of it exhibits a quasi-exponential
behavior (as expected). The exponential behavior may be
explained considering that, if
the mean service cycle length will tend to be

(see Case 1 in Appendix IV). In fact,
experiences insignificant variation for different values

of and traffic “shapes” (given that the arrival rate is
kept constant and is large). When is increased, the
service cycle length’s probability distribution experiences little
variation around its expected value, whereas the conditional
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Fig. 11. Dropping rate under RVFL-TDMA and RFFL-TDMA schemes versus number of users; maximum delay toleranceT = 100 time slots.

Fig. 12. Dropping rate (dr) versus maximum delay tolerance (T ) under the FF-TDMA, RVFLk-TDMA, and ICE-TDMA schemes for different traf-
fic environments.

number of dropped cells decreases exponentially (as observed

in the IVFL-TDMA and ICE-TDMA schemes). Therefore the

contribution of service cycle lengths close to their expected

value3 to the dropping rate will decrease exponentially with
. The probability that the service cycle length be much

3See (8).
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greater than the expected value decreases rapidly—and it
seems exponentially—thus, for service cycle length close to

(causing the maximum number of cells to be dropped)
increasing would cause the event of being close to
to decrease as rapidly as the service cycle length probability
distribution (that is, exponentially), meanwhile (for ) the
number of cells dropped has little variation.4 Therefore, the
contribution to the dropping rate from service cycle lengths
close to will also tend to decrease exponentially with

, although it may be at a different rate. Forlarge, the term
with lower exponential decay rate will dominate and the total
dropping rate will vary exponentially with .

The inversely linear behavior may be explained by noting
that when the maximum delay tolerance is reduced

the service cycle length will tend to be inside the interval
where the conditional number of dropped

cells are usually dominated by the term
(see Case 2 in Appendix IV). The dropping rate will be tightly
lower bounded by (14) which is almost inversely linear for
small values of . In this scenario the dropping rate will be
dominated by the arrival rate and frame overhead and will
not vary significantly with the traffic “shape” or variance. The
dropping rate function will have lost its exponential behavior
due to the overhead period. Therefore, it may be said that
in this region the overhead period produces its maximum
degrading effect. The region where the linear function may be
applied increases with the overhead period ( ) and/or
the arrival rate. This implies that the difference between the
dropping rate induced by two different traffic streams with the
same arrival rate but different variance and “shapes” will tend
to be smaller for larger overhead periods (as observed).

When increases, the region of where the lower bound
of (14) is applicable is increased. Outside this region, the
dropping rate function does not necessarily behave expo-
nentially but there is a second linear region; and only after

the dropping rate function will behave
exponentially.5 In the limiting case ( ), for small [such
that ] the dropping rate will be
dominated by the arrival rate and be close to the lower bound
of (14), which for small is close to .

4For T large,dIr=T�In(T � In) converges to a constant value [equal to
N(1)=(1 � �)]. This is also intuitive since at the beginning of the service
cycle there is low tolerance to burstiness. After the initial cells are dropped and
for � < 1, the difference between the cumulative arrivals and the survivor’s
function is expected to be large so that the system may absorb some bursty
arrivals. Thus, after some point, increasing the value ofT will not affect
significantly the number of cells dropped.

5The second linear region may be explained sincedIr=T�In(T � In) has

not converged to a constant value yet. The quantitydIr=T (T ) does not depend
on the overhead length but it is computed for the IVFL-TDMA scheme. Since
(under our assumptions) the IVFL-TDMA and ICE-TDMA schemes induce
the same dropping rate, the linear region under both schemes is the same.
Thus, forT < 1=(1� rd) both schemes are in the linear region and it may
be concluded that the quantitydIr=T (T ) has not converged to a constant value
yet.

When increases [such that ]6

the dropping rate will also depend on the variance () whose
degrading effect will be added to the one caused by the
overhead. Thus, the dropping rate function will never reach a
zone of exponential behavior and will always be (lossly) lower
bounded by .7 Whether the overhead or
the variance dominates the dropping rate will depend of their
relatives values.

Summarizing the previous observations for the ICE-TDMA
and RVFL-TDMA schemes, it may be seen that for large,

, and small overhead period, the dropping rate exhibits an
exponential behavior and depends on the arrival rate, variance
and traffic shape. Increasing the overhead period and/or arrival
rate and/or reducing will cause the dropping rate to reduce
its dependency on the traffic shape and variance. In the
extreme case, the dropping rate function will enter a linear
region and will be dominated by the arrival rate and overhead
period (that is, different traffic patterns with the same arrival
rates will induce almost the same dropping rate). A designer
should work in the exponential region and treat the linear
region as a degenerate case where the desired exponential
behavior is lost without possibility of recovery. In addition
to the complex expressions to compute the dropping rate,
more simple expressions are presented that help a designer
to quickly verify that he/she is working in the RVFL-TDMA
scheme’s “exponential” region [ and

].
A comparison between the RVFL-TDMA and RFFL-TDMA

schemes shows that for the same amount of overhead, the
RFFL-TDMA scheme significantly increases the induced sys-
tem dropping rate, degrading the performance. This was ex-
pected due to the failure of the RFFL-TDMA scheme to adjust
its frame length to the current traffic resulting in empty slots
(wasted) when there is data to be transmitted or in frame
lengths smaller than the optimal (the frame length should be as
large as possible to reduce the effect of the frame overhead).

A comparison between the RVFL-TDMA with contention
free reservation period (RVFL-TDMA) and the FF-TDMA
shows that no one scheme outperforms the other in all cases;
the formulas developed in this paper can be used to identify
the best one for a particular case. In general, the FF-TDMA
scheme may outperform the RVFL-TDMA scheme in situ-
ations where the performance degradation due to the frame
overhead in the RVFL-TDMA scheme is more significant
than the degradation under the static FF-TDMA scheme due
to its failure to allocate efficiently dynamic (bursty) traffic. The
overhead period dominates the dropping rate function in the
linear region, as explained before. Therefore, when the traffic
is regular with a total arrival rate close to one, the overhead
period large, and/or the maximum delay tolerance small

the percentage of the server capacity that is
wasted in reservations under the RVFL-TDMA scheme may
be more significant than the performance degradation under
the static FF-TDMA scheme, therefore favoring the latter. On

6For � = 1, dIr=T�In(T � In) does not converges to a finite value as
T ! +1.

7For large values ofT and � < 1, the lower bound of (14) becomes
negative (meaningless). But for� = 1 the lower bound is always positive.
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the other hand, more dynamic (bursty) traffic as well as greater
maximum delay tolerance and/or arrival rates lower than one
will favor the RVFL -TDMA scheme over the FF-TDMA
scheme.

Finally, both schemes (RVFL-TDMA and FF-TDMA)
are far from the optimal, so there is room for significant
improvement using techniques as for example piggy-backing
of arrival information, or arrival times estimation.

APPENDIX I
CLOSED-FORM EXPRESSION FOR THECELL DROPPING

RATE AS A FUNCTION OF THE MAXIMUM DELAY

TOLERANCE UNDER THE ICE-TDMA SCHEME

A. Computation of

Let be the number of cells arrived at as explained
in Section II. Let for where

and is assumed to be independent of. The following
cases are considered.

Case 1: . If it is impossible that . If ,
since the system is busy, the only possibility is that . If

two possibilities exist, depending on whether there was
one arrival (system busy) or zero (system empty)

if
if
if

Case 2: . The system is busy so

if
elsewhere.

Case 3: . Here it is possible to have had
discarded cells. Thus,

if

if

B. Computation of (Steady-State Probability Distribution)

can be easily computed from the equation .
But, since a closed-form solution is desirable to analyze the
qualitative behavior of the system, a different approach can
be followed.

Let be a sequence defined as follows:

for

for

It is easy to see that is a
solution to the equation . Then it is obvious that

where .

Let be the Z-transform of

where

From this expression and are easily computed.
To compute the sequence is used. It is

clear that for all and zero elsewhere;
so taking ’s Z-transform

Thus , , and are obtained.

C. Computation of the Dropping Rate (Cells/Time-Slot)

# cells dropped at

cells dropped at

where , and since

The Z-transform of is , where
. Finally the

dropping rate is given by

Thus a closed-form solution is found. This method is com-
putationally reliable and simple. It is reduced to the calculation
of the impulse response of two infinite impulse response (IIR)
filters. It provides for not only a quantitative evaluation of the
dropping rate, but also describes its qualitative behavior by
considering the poles of the filters. The following observations
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can be made regarding the roots of for (i.e.,
for dropping rate different than zero).

i) Since all the coefficients of are negative except
for , then for every ,
with equality only if . The sets and
represent the set of complex numbers and the set of
positive real numbers, respectively; the functions
and represent the real part of a complex number and
its absolute value, respectively.

ii) For every the function is real and strictly
increasing.

iii) If then ; and if then
. Thus, has one and only one real

positive root, namely .
iv) For any root of different than , .

Proof: Consider there is a root different than such
that . From iii) is not real positive, so applying i)
as inequality (equality only holds for real positive numbers):

. The last two equalities
came from ii) and iii), respectively. Finally, there is a contra-
diction because is suppose to be equal to zero, but its
real part is greater than zero. Thus, the initial assumption that
there exists a root of such that is false.

From all the above, it is concluded that the dominant pole
of both filters will be (real and positive). Also, it should
be noted that

where be the mean arrival rate: .
Based on the previous relation (and its derivatives) it is easily
shown that

Additionally, using the definition of it may be verified
that

Let be the absolute value of [the root of with
the second largest absolute value]; thus for and

After some manipulation, the above expression becomes

(9)

This expression allows to analyze the behavior of .
Four cases are considered.

Case 1: , . It is known that
, and . Thus the only real root of

(the dominant pole) will be . The closer to one and/or
the greater the variance, the closer to one. For values of

, and the
dropping rate may be approximated by

In this interval and for values of close
to one, the dropping rate will be dominated for a inversely
linear function of .

Case 2: , . As explained before, the
only real root of (the dominant pole) will be . For
values of , and the dropping
rate (9) may be approximated by

Note that if is close to one ( close to one) the above
expression can be simply written as .

Therefore it can be concluded that the dropping rate as a
function of the maximum delay tolerance () presents initially
an inversely linear behavior and after that it presents an
exponential behavior.

Case 3: . Since , . Equation
(9) was derived assuming and should be rewritten
for this particular case since has now a double root in

. After the necessary manipulations, the result is the same
obtained in the Case 1 when approaches one. Therefore,
for all

But in this case

where and represent the second and third central
moment of the random variable , respectively. For example,

. The probability mass function of
is defined by (i.e., ). Replacing these

last identities in the above expression gives finally
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Note that for greater than the above expression can be
written simply as . Therefore, for large values
of , the dropping rate will depend only in the ratio between
the variance and the maximum delay tolerance.

Case 4: . and if then
then for continuity there exist some

such that . This means that the dominant pole will
be . For values of the dropping rate
may be approximated to the expression derived in Case 1. For

, will be greater that any other term
in (9) resulting in [independent on the second
and third moment, the shape of and the maximum delay
tolerance ( )].

Thus, the dropping rate as a function ofand the traffic
characteristics ( ) has been calculated and its qualitative
behavior has been analyzed.

APPENDIX II
COMPUTATION OF THE FUNCTION

Since is a cumulative arrival process (see
Section III-A) with independent increments,

for . Let be equal to . Then

and

By employing the above

thus

and since , then

Finally

if

if

elsewhere
(10)

if

if

elsewhere.
(11)

This recurrent formula and the fact that [i.e.
zero always except at ] are used to calculate
and then .

APPENDIX III
DROPPING RATE UNDER THE SYSTEM

Let and be defined as before (Sections III and
IV). Note that since in a RFFL-TDMA scheme there may be
“remaining” cells from the previous services cycles, the initial
value of may not be zero as before but equal to

Note that is completely defined by and the
arrivals during the th service cycle. Since the arrivals
are assumed to be memoryless, is a discrete Markov
chain with transition probabilities

The number of cells waiting for slot assignmentslots into
the th service cycle is equal to the sum of the
cells remaining at the beginning of the previous service cycle
plus the new arrivals. The number of surviving cells

slots into the th service cycle, , will not
be limited by a line of the type as
before (Section III-B, Fig. 4), but by a more complex one,
as computed below and shown in Fig. 13.

Let denote the maximum possible number of surviving
cells up to time . If is expressed as follows:

where is an integer and , then it
is clear that the last of these cells would be served at the

th service cycle. For this cell to be completely served
it will have to wait the time slots necessary to
end the th service cycle plus the
slots of overhead periods plus time slots. This time must
be less than time slots, resulting in the following condition:

Since is the maximum possible number of surviving cells,
and must be assigned the maximum possible values,

therefore

where represents the greater integer lower than or equal to
. The first equation holds since is at least one. The second

equation holds since is (by definition) at most .
These equations define as a nondecreasing sequence that
alternates periods of unit increments (for time
slots) with periods of nonincrements (for time slots),
and so on. Let represent the amount of increment of the
sequence . is one (zero) if the function has
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Fig. 13. Number of “surviving” cellsB̂k�1(�) among the cells arrived up
to time t

g
k�1

+ � for the RFFL-TDMA scheme.

increased (not increased) at time, that is,
(see Fig. 13).

To evaluate the dropping rate , the following pro-
cedure is used. First, the steady-state probability distribution
function of , namely is calculated. Second,

the conditional expected number of cells dropped at the
beginning of the present frame (th) given that the number
of surviving cell ( ) at the beginning of the previous
frame [ th] is equal to is calculated. Third, the
dropping rate is computed from the following expression:

(12)

A. Computation of

Let similar
as before (Section III-B); then it follows:

if

if

elsewhere

with the initial conditions

if
elsewhere.

Using this recurrent formula, is computed and
then

if

if .

The matrix with dimensions is used to

compute .

B. Computation of

A similar approach to the one followed in Section III-A and
Appendix II is employed to compute . Let the auxiliary
quantity be redefined as

Then, it is straightforward to show that the number of dropped
cells at is equal to

and also

where , and
represent the number of cell

arrivals and the amount of increment of the sequence at
time , respectively.

Let ; then the following
recurrent formula holds:

if

if

elsewhere

with initial conditions

if
elsewhere

and where ; or similarly

if

for some integer

elsewhere.

Then, can be computed as follows:

Finally, the dropping rate is computed from and
using (12).
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APPENDIX IV
ALTERNATIVE EXPRESSIONS, APPROXIMATIONS,

AND ANALYSIS FOR THE DROPPING RATE

INDUCED UNDER THE RVFL-TDMA SCHEME

The following expression may also be used for the calcula-
tion of when :

(13)

where and are the expected frame length and number
of arrivals per time-slot (arrival rate), respectively.

Proof: Since cells are either dropped or served, the
utilization ( ), the dropping rate ( ), and the arrival rate
( ) are related by: . Also, since a time slot is
used either for reservation, or information, or cell transmission,
then: . Combining these two
equations gives the above expression for .

Equation (13), in general, is not numerically reliable since
it requires the subtraction of two quantities that are too
close to each other. For this reason it has not been used
for the derivation of the numerical results. Nevertheless, it
provides insight into the system behavior and it is used for
the qualitative analysis of the system. From (13) the following
lower bound may be found for the system:

(14)

Equation (14) is derived using the fact that
; the latter inequality is

proved below.
Proof: The th service cycle’s length ( ) is equal to the

overhead period ( ) plus the arrivals over the interval
[see Fig. 2(b)] minus the number of cells dropped at

time (namely ). Conditioned on that the previous service
cycle’s length ( ) was equal to , the expected number
of arrivals over the interval is simply and the
expected number of cells dropped at is equal to ,
as derived in Section IV-A. Therefore, the expected service
cycle length given that the previous service cycle length was

is given by

(15)

if

if

(16)

which is—as expected—a nondecreasing function in. The
nondecreasing property of is obvious for

. For it follows from

where (3) has been used along with the fact that
.

Therefore,
for all . It immediately follows that

which completes the proof of (14).
It is also interesting to analyze the drift of . Let

be the drift of the when ; that is,
. From (16), is equal to

if

if

(17)

which is not increasing in (assuming ). Two cases
may be considered.

Case 1: , i.e.,

The value of for which the drift is zero8 (namely ) will
be lower than and it will satisfy the equation

The service cycle length ( ) will tend to be around
. When increases, will also increase.

It is interesting to notice that for ,
[since ],

and therefore which is a quantity
independent of . This is consistent with (13) since for

8Strictly speakingj is a discrete variable and there may not be a discrete
value ofj such that the drift is zero. However, the drift function—D(j)—may
be extrapolated for noninteger values and it is possible to find a value (L�

k
)

for whichD(L�
k
) = 0.
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large, the dropping rate is small and therefore
. Therefore,

when , the expected service cycle
length will be close to and the service cycle
length distribution around this value will
not vary (significantly) when is increased.

Case 2: , i.e.,

The value of for which the drift is zero is equal to
. Clearly,

. When decreases, will tend
to be closer to than to . The service cycle
length will tend to be around , that is, in the interval

, in which the conditional expected number
of dropped cells (see Case 2 in Section IV-A) is equal to

. Therefore it may
be seen that the number of cells dropped will depend on two
different mechanisms. For large values of and/or small
values of —and small values of such that

is close to —the first term will be more significant
that the second and dominate the dropping rate expression.
Therefore, the dropping rate will depend more on the overhead
length and arrival rate than on the particular “shape” of the
traffic. Additionally, in this region the lower bound presented
in (14) will be positive, approximately inversely linear, and
increasingly tight9—when decreases.
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